This feature issue is the fifth installment on digital holography since its inception four years ago. The past four issues have been published after the conclusion of each Topical Meeting “Digital Holography and 3-D imaging (DH).” However, this feature issue includes a new key feature—the Joint Applied Optics and Chinese Optics Letters Feature Issue.

The DH Topical Meeting is the world’s premier forum for disseminating the science and technology geared toward digital holography and 3-D information processing. Since the meeting’s inception in 2007, it has steadily and healthily grown to 130 presentations this year, held in Tokyo, Japan, May 2011.

The Topical Meeting has been providing a forum for disseminating the science and technology of holographic interferometry for deformation or contour measurement, new technologies for phase unwrapping, 3-D optical remote sensing, 3-D holographic microscopy, 3-D optical image processing, 3-D display, and digital holography for life science or nanophotonics applications. Again, this joint feature issue includes a representative selection of topics that have been presented at the DH Topical Meeting in Tokyo.

One of the key elements of the present joint feature issue is that the issue serves as a pilot issue promoting the joint issue of Applied Optics (AO) and Chinese Optics Letters (COL). This joint feature issue is a result of face-to-face discussion with the Executive Editor-in-Chief of Chinese Optics Letters Professor Changhe Zhou (when Poon had the opportunity to visit Professor Zhou at his institution last summer). All submitted papers, including invited papers, have undergone peer review. We hope these articles will present state-of-the-art technological development currently under way and stimulate further novel applications of digital holography and 3-D imaging.
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